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Introduction 
Locally finitely presented Grothendieck abelian categories are shown to be just 
the “elementary” localizations of Module categories. All categories V are assumed 
to be Grothendieck abelian (e.g. see [l, 21 or [5]). 55’ is locally finifeely presented if 9? 
has a generating family Ce = {Gi: i E I} with each Gi a finitely presented object of %. 
I have shown elsewhere [4] that in such categories one may define a canonical 
first-order (many-sorted) logic which behaves well - one may prove Los’ Theorem, 
produce K-Saturated extensions of structures etc. 
Given a torsion theory (= a hereditary torsion theory in the terminology of [5]) 
(T, S) on Q and C in %‘, Q$ will be the filter of T-dense subobjects of C (where 
C’s C is T-dense if C/C’ is a member of the torsion class T). %? will denote the 
quotient category of V with respect o (9,s) and ( -)s- will denote the T-localization 
functor from %’ to %? Tr will be the functor taking objects C of % to their T-torsion 
subobjects. We say that C is T-finitely generated (T-fig.) if C contains a finitely 
generated T-dense subobject. 
Recall that a torsion theory (9,9) is of finite type if for every Gi E 59 (as 
above), %$I has a cofinal subset of finitely generated members - equivalently (by 
an easy argument) iff this condition holds on %s for any finitely generated 
c E %. 
We shall say that a torsion theory (9,T) is elementary if: 
(i) (9, 9) is of finite type; 
(ii) for each Gi, Gi E ‘3 (as above) and r: Gi --, Gi with im r E %z, ker r is T-finitely 
generated (that is (finitely generated) members of %z are **T-finitely presented” in 
some sense). 
It may be shown that this notion does not depend on the choice of ‘3 (directly or as 
a consequence of the following result). The term “elementary” is justified by the 
following theorem: 
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Theorem 0.1 (4; 3.311, cf. also [3; 2.201). Let %’ be focafly finitefy presented (by 
% = {G,: i E I}) and let9 be the language of 27 [4] and let (Y’, 9) be a torsion theory on 
%. Then equivalently : 
(i) VT is an elementary subclass of Ce 
(ii) (.7, 9) is an elementary torsion theory. 
A (right) Modufe category will be one of the form &V = the category of additive 
functors from the small preadditive category Y to de (the category of abelian 
groups). In the case of 9’=(R) (say) we write &R and refer to the (right) module 
category over the ring R. 
1. 
A modified version of the Gabriel-Popescu Theorem is required and a proof is 
included for completeness. 
Theorem 1.1. Let V be a Grothendieck abelian category with a generating family 
23 = {Gi: i E I}. Then there is a torsion theory (9, 9) on the Module category ,I& such 
that % is equivalent to ~2;. 
Proof (Just an appropriately modified version of that of the standard theorem - for 
example see [l, 51.) 
(i) DefinethefunctorT:%‘+&aasfollows: Cc*hc = %‘(-, O,f- h’= %(f, -), 
noting that this is an extension of the canonical embedding %+.I&. T is easily 
checked to be a functor. 
(ii) T is faithful - direct from the fact that 9 is generating. 
(iii) T is full - an easy application of the Yoneda Lefnma. 
(iv) T has a Ieft adjoint: (a) defined on objects M of Jll~ as follows - choose a 
presentation of M (recall that the TGi form a generating family of projectives for 
&), say 
(*) @TGj+@TGi+M+O 
i I 
is exact. Then consider the sequence of natural isomorphisms: 
MS 
( 
Q TGi, TC 
) i 
~n&(TGi, TC)=n Nat(h,, h,) 
I 
= (Yoneda) y hcGi = v %‘(G,, C) = %( $3Gi, C), 
yielding a natural isomorphism &, defined on objects by 
JIoC : uHg(yTGi, TC) z %‘(?Gi, C) 
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as above. Similarly define $i with 
Then let a be the composition +ih$o’ : UC@ Gi, -)+ UC& Gi, -). NOW 
a c Nat(h’zGz, h3iGi) I: h “iGi(TGi)=$?Gj,TGi) 
and SO there is some 4: @i Gi +@i G; which induces cy, i.e. such that h, = a. Then 
define SM = coker q. 
(b) S is well-defined and extends to a functor :A& + % (easily verified). 
(c) S is a left adjoint for T: use the following diagram to obtain a natural 
isomorphism A,(M, TC) = %(SM, C). 
0 -h&Z, TC) - & ( $3 TG J-C > -As I ( @ TG,, TC i > 
(v) Definition of (.Y, 9): (.Y,9) is simply the largest torsion theory on .I& for 
which every TC (C E %‘) is a F-injective in 9. More explicitly (F, 9) = 
cog{TC, E(TC)/TC : C E 5%‘:). 
(vi) ME .Y iff for every morphism of the form m : TGi + M, ker m E ??L$ - a short 
argument. 
(vii) ME 9 iff for every i and m : TGi + M and for every C E %?, A&( TGi, TC) = 
J&(ker m, TC): the forward direction is immediate from (vi) and F-injectivity of 
TC; the other implication is obtained by applying Ext’ and using projectivity of TGi. 
(viii) Now consider the following diagram: 
where T’ is such that iT’ = T, where a’ is the canonical ocalization functor and i’ is its 
right adjoint so that a’f- 1, and. by choice of (3,9) also i’a’i - i. 
It is required to show that a’T = a’iT’ is an equivalence - that is, to show that if 
Me&g, then M=a’TC for some CE V. 
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(ix) Choose 
(**) QTG,:QTGj+M+O 
I L 
exact in &. Since S has a right adjoint it preserves colimits and so one obtains the 
exact sequence 
0 Gi 
i 
~~Gi+SM+O in%‘. 
Now ifa’T is exact and preserves direct sums then we may apply it to obtain the 
top line of the following diagram, the lower row being obtained by applying n’to (**): 
Q a’TGj 
i 
_L?!L+~a’TGi -a’TSM -0 
Qa’TGj T$la’TGi-a’M_0 
i 
That the square is commutative follows from applying the Yoneda Lemma to p and 
using a’TSi - a’i. Whence a’T * SM = a’M = M as required. 
(x) a’T is exact: certainly it is left exact since both a’ and T are. Suppose therefore 
that f: C’+ C” is an epi in %. To show that a’Tf is an epi in AZ it will be enough to 
show that for each I: TGi --, TC”/im Tf one has that for each C E %‘, .tis(TGi, TC) = 
&(ker x, TC). 
First use projectivity of TGi to lift x to x’ : TGi + TC” as shown below and then 
form the pullback as shown noting that if K = ker x, then 7~x’K = 0 yields K < Kx,: 
. TGi 
_ 
TC” * TC”/im Tf 
K,, L - - - - + TGi 
7 
I 
I I 
: I 
im Tf - TC” 
Now there is some 6 : Gi -, C” with x’ = h’. Form the diagram: 
k 
O-K,- PB’ Gi -0 
II’ I I 6 
O-Ko-C’-----+c”----+o f 
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which since T is left exact yields: 
Tk T&l 
O-TK~------*Tp-TGi 
O-TK,- TC’ r). TC” 
Now x. Tg=&* Tg=rr-Tf-Tg’=OandsoimTg~K=kerx.ButimTg= 
K,, (since T preserves pullbacks) and so K = im Tg. 
T’ : (e + im T is an equivalence so that TG, is coker Tk in im T, so any 
morphism: im Tg-, TC for some C E %, must factor uniquely over TGi, that is 
JU%(ker x, TC) =,&(im Tg, TC) ‘A!~( TGi, TC) as required. Finally: 
(xi) a’T preserves direct sums: in fact let {C.,},, be any directed system of 
subobjects of an object C of %. Then it must be checked that the cokernel of the 
canonical mono f : C ., TCA + T(C,, CA) is in 9, equivalently (by (vii)) that for each 
COED, x:TGi-,(T~.,C*)/C,,TC* we have A,( TG,, TC) = &(ker x, TC) = 
A,(K,,, TC) using the construction and notation of (x). 
For each A E A form the pullback below and then apply T to obtain the subsequent 
diagram which in turn induces the third diagram: 
TPA C TGi 
Then as in (x) K,, = im g *I,,, TP,, and then noting that c.t P,, = Gi one obtains for 
Co E % that &~(K,~, TC) &&CC‘, TP,, TCO) = lim &?PA, TCo) = lim %(P,, Co) 
(since T is full and faithfuv- %‘(C.,PA, Co)=%‘(Gi, Co) =Jl~(T~, TC,) as 
required. Cl 
2. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that (Y, 9) is an elementary torsion theory on the LModufe 
category As (% = {Gi: i E I}, say). Then ~7~ is a locally finitely presented (by 3) 
category. 
Proof. The Gi are finitely generated projectives together generating _U%. 
(i) (8” = {( Gi)F: i E I} forms a generating set for .U $: it is sufficient o show that for 
each nonzero object C of,&: there is a nonzero morphism (Gi)r+ C for some i. Now 
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iC is an object of .r& (i being the canonical inclusion) and so there is some nonzero 
Gi --, iC which by Y-injectivity of iC extends to (Gi), --, iC. But this latter morphism 
may be regarded as being in At;, as required. 
(ii) Each ( Gi)y is of finite type in JU z: for (.Y, 9) elementary entails that (Y, 3) is 
of finite type, which then implies that each 021 9 has a cofinal family of finitely 
generated objects which in turn implies (by a straightforward argument) that each 
(Gi)r is finitely generated as an object of itiz. 
(iii) Each (GOT is a finitely presented object of A$: for take any ~:@,EI (G,), --* 
(Gi)r and set K = ker fi Then it must be shown that K is finitely generated and for 
this it will be enough to show that K, regarded as an object of _Ila is Y-finitely 
generated (for if K’ s K is Y-dense in K and is finitely generated, then since (Y, 39) 
is of finite type Q$’ has a cofinal family of finitely generated objects so that K = K; 
is finitely generated). 
Therefore let f : Or (iGj)r --, (iG,)r be such that f3 =fi Since i is left exact 
K = ker f also, and since f is epi in As, [@ (G~)s is T-dense in (Gi)r (identifying 
(iGi)T with (Gi),). 
Set Gi = GJT&i etc. and set G =r’ Gi so that we have the diagram: 
Then since Gi is Y-dense in Gi, G is Y-dense in ei (Gj), Let K’ = K n G SO that 
G/K’ = fG = H (say) where clearly H is Y-dense in Gi. Since (3,9) is of finite type 
it follows. that we may choose H’s H Y-dense in H (and so in Gi) and finitely 
generated. Form the pullback below 
G’-_ H’ 
I / 
G-H 
and then note that G’ may be replaced by a finitely generated object (retaining the 
commutativity of the diagram) which is moreover Y-dense in G (this follows easily 
since the Y-dense subobjects of ei Gi are cofinally finitely generated). Take then G’ 
to be such. 
Let K” = K’ n G’, this is Y-dense in K’, hence in K. Moreover the exact sequence 
(*) O+K”+G’+H’+() 
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with G’ finitely generated and H’ F-dense in G:i implies (since (F, 9) is elementary) 
that K” is F-finitely generated and hence that K is Y-finitely generated as required. 
To justify this last assertion concerning (*): 
(a) If L E %$I is finitely generated and if @r=, G;&L, then ker p is 3-f.g. - for, 
form the pullback: 
L’ AGi 
I I 
L 4di 
and as before replace L’ by a finitely generated object which still is T-dense in Gi and 
retains commutativity of the diagram. Then projectivity of @j G: allows us to lift p to 
p’ :@j Gj + L’ with im p’ Y-dense in L’, then simply note that ker p’, F-dense in 
ker p is F-f.g. since (Y, 9) is elementary. 
(b) The relevant diagram allowing G’ in place of some 0: =i G’L is: 
kerp=Kc 
/ ----+? Gi / / I 
Then 17 Y-f.g. implies K” .F-f.g. as required. Cl 
Conversely: 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that % is locally finitely presented (by 9 = {G;: i E I}). Then % 
is equivalent to an elementary localization of J&i. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 %’ is equivalent to.66; for some torsion theory (Z 5? on &. 
We shall therefore consider the case % = A$ and so regard the G, etc. as being in “tig 
( A “663). 
Now since Gi is finitely presented in A;, and since iGi E 3, %FS has a cofinal sub- 
set of finitely generated objects, and this for each G,, so that (9, 9) is of finite type. 
Take HE 5YFr finitely generated in .I&, say K - iG, 0. . .@iG,, -H is exact in 
-669. Then since the localization functor is exact, one obtains the exact sequence: 
KT L* (iGl)s@* . .@(iG,)F *Hz in .6t,i. 
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Now HT ==(iGi)s =L Gi and (iGj)s = Gj, j = 1,. . . , TV SO that we have the exact 
sequence KY- G,@- + .OG,, -uGi in &$ But G, is finitely presented and so KT is 
finitely generated in &$ Hence K is .Y-f.g. 
Thus (.Y, 9) is indeed an elementary torsion theory as required. 0 
In summary: 
Theorem 2.3. A Grothendieck abelian category % is locally finitely presented iff it is 
equivalent to an elementary localization of a Module category iff it is equivalent to a 
Giraud subcategory of a Module category which forms an elementary subclass of the 
Module category. 
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